
 

Hello Readers, 

 

Summer is here with 

its glorious long days 

perfect for enjoying 

the out-of-doors. 

 

The Custom 

Companies wishes a 

happy summer to all  

and hope you are 

having a great year.  

 

Can you find Perry’s 

moustache hidden 

within this issue? 

Submit your answer to 

tmroz@customco.com 

no later than Friday, 

June 26th for your 

chance to win a gift 

card. Thank you. 

 

 

THE NEWSLETTER 
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By Bryan Robbins 

  

We all know how The Custom Companies performs around Chicago and Los 

Angeles, but how do we expand our successful Custom Culture and “make it 

happen” approach to transportation to clients outside of these two great cities? The 

answer is The Custom Company’s newest branch, Quick Logistics. 

  Since its beginnings in 

2013, Quick has been used 

by our clients in Chicago 

and LA to service their 

inbound freight. It has 

been done successfully by 

sourcing rates and capacity 

from our vast agent 

network, and by hiring and 

managing the 

transportation of that 

freight for our clients. 

Now, Quick is ramping up 

and preparing for the next 

stages of it’s development 

into a full service third-

party logistics company. 

  

Third-party logistics 

Front: Justin Horgan, Allison Cascio, Brendon Heneks 

Back: Freddy Heurta, Robert McDonald, Joe Gudella,  

Bryan Robbins, Louis Johnson III, Clinton Perrot, Brian  

Pinelli 

companies (3PL’s) are changing the scope of transportation and its services. Now 

more than ever, shippers need extra resources and support to help ship their goods 

across America’s transportation networks. That is where Quick comes in.  

  

The experts at Quick work tirelessly to provide clients with solutions to their 

logistical needs. It helps improve a client’s transportation network by adding depth to 

their carrier base, improving their support by helping to manage and arrange 

shipments, while executing at every opportunity to advance supply-chains and 

distribution networks. 

  

As it prepares for growth, Quick has been adding tremendous tools, resources, and 

mailto:tmroz@customco.com


 

Did You Know??? 
 

By 1923, Los 

Angeles produced 

one quarter of the 

world’s oil. It still 

sits atop the third-

largest oil field in the 

country! 

 

An oil derrick on the 

property of Beverly 

Hills High School 

produces about 400 

barrels a day. The 

school earns about 

$300,000 a year in 

royalties. 

 

Beverly Hills started 

out as a modest lima 

bean ranch. 

 

And Santa Monica 

Pier was originally 

designed to protect a 

sewage pipe that 

dumped treated 

sewage into the 

ocean. 

 

In 2006, a new tar pit 

was discovered. It 

contained the 

remains of saber-

toothed cats, giant 

sloths, American 

lions, and a 

mammoth that was 

named Zed. 

 

If Los Angeles were 

its own country, its 

economy would be 

bigger than Saudi 

Arabia, Switzerland, 

and Sweden’s. 

 

The Hollywood sign 

originally said 

“Hollywoodland.”. It 

was an advertisement 

for Tinseltown’s 

latest real estate 

development.. 
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specialists. Quick now staffs four support professionals and four national sales 

professionals that work hard everyday to grow the business and make it happen for 

clients. These professionals are armed with cutting edge technology, logistical 

expertise, the backing of all the Custom branches, and all around can-do attitudes 

that make them one of the fastest growing 3PL’s in the industry.  

  

Quick Logistics now moves over 1500 shipments a month for its clients. It does so 

by aligning its carrier network with their clients, providing them with outstanding 

service and ultra-competitive rates. All one has to do is type in the specifications of 

a shipment into Quick’s state of the art TMS system, and it gathers rates from over 

50 national and regional LTL carriers. One more click, and a BOL is generated and 

the shipment is booked for pickup. This technology makes shopping for and 

arranging transportation effortless, and the back end support of the Quick unit 

provides this technology with a personal touch. 

  

As Quick continues to grow and bring fresh transportation solutions to clients, you 

can bet that it will continue to draw strength from the Custom Culture and values 

that have made all of us so successful. To learn more, visit Quick in the B wing. 

The team would be happy to show you what it can do and where it’s heading! 

  

www.QLTMS.com 

  

What was once 

considered science-

fiction has now become 

a reality in the United 

States. Earlier this 

month, Daimler Trucks 

North America revealed 

their new autonomous 

Freightliner, dubbed the 

Inspiration Truck. 

Daimler debuted the 

self-driving big rig in  

Self-driving Big Rigs Hit the Road, Spin Wheels 
By Bryan Robbins 

dramatic fashion, as the truck piloted itself across the Hoover Dam in front of 

hundreds of media outlets.   

  

This truck is road-legal in Nevada, the first jurisdiction to put into place a regulatory 

framework to allow its use. Media continue to refer to this as a ‘driverless’ truck, but 

that’s simply not true – a driver is still required. Still, the truck is capable of taking 

over the controls during monotonous on-highway driving scenarios and giving the 

driver a break or an opportunity to multitask. However, there are still a lot of things it 

can’t do. The truck is incapable of driving through cities, dropping or picking up a 



 

Did You Know??? 
 
 

Each spring, the 

Getty Museum in Los 

Angeles hires goats 

to maintain the scrub 

brush around its 

manicured grounds. 

 

Looney Tunes voice 

actor Mel Blanc is 

buried in 

Hollywood’s Forever 

Cemetery, with a 

gravestone that reads, 

“That’s all folks.” 

 

Ever since the zoot 

suit riot in 1943, the 

baggy suits have 

been prohibited in 

L.A. 

 

It is  illegal to drive 

more than 2,000 

sheep down 

Hollywood 

Boulevard. 

 

Unlike other baseball 

stadiums, Dodger 

Stadium is carved 

deep into the ground. 

Parking is available 

for every stadium 

level. 

 

L.A. is home to the 

largest boulder ever 

transported—a 340-

ton chunk of granite 

that took 11 days to 

move it just 85 miles 

to its home at the Los 

Angeles County 

Museum of Art. 

 

When they were first 

installed, the steel 

walls of the Walt 

Disney Concert Hall 

reflected so much 

light that nearby 

sidewalks hit 

temperatures of 

140°F. 
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load, or driving in inclement weather where lane markings  are not clearly 

visible to the cameras. 

  

Technology is advancing quickly, but experts say we are still a long way from 

seeing true driverless big rigs on the road. Many say it won’t even happen in our 

lifetimes. Aircraft, for example, still require a pilot and co-pilot even though the 

plane can be operated on autopilot for much of its journey and it could be the 

same for trucking. 

 

This new technology has plenty of wheels turning, in more ways than one. 

Scientists and transportation experts are also revealing plans for entire highway 

systems and corridors established strictly for the driverless rigs. 

  

Once more states allow the use of autonomous trucks, the hope is the technology 

can be used to further productivity for the industry. These could come in the 

form of longer driver hours-of-service due to the reduced fatigue they experience 

when driving autonomous vehicles, or larger, longer truck and trailer 

combinations, which will be safer than ever to operate because of the safety 

benefits automation brings. 

Illinois Trucking Association 

Championship 
By Mark Dannhauser 

 

On Saturday June 6, 2015, the Illinois Trucking 

Association is holding its annual Illinois 

Professional Truck Driving Championship at the 

Pheasant Run Resort in St. Charles, IL!  This event showcases the driving talents 

from motor carriers all across the state of Illinois competing in nine different 

driving classes.  The highest scores from three different tests (written, pre-trip, 

course) will be awarded 1st, 2nd and 3rd place, with the 1st place winners moving on 

to the National Championships.   

 
This year Daniel Craig and John Skiba will be representing 

The Custom Companies, Inc., competing in the straight truck 

and Flatbed classes.  Riadh Hamdane will be representing 

CDN Logistics in the Sleeper division. 

 

In 2014, Daniel Craig took 1st place in the Straight Truck 

division and was the first representative from Custom to 

compete in the National Championships! 

  

Please come out to support our team on Saturday, June 6th at 

Pheasant Run Resort in St. Charles.  The event starts at 

9:00am! 



 

June Birthdays 
 

Daniel Craig 

Alex De Leon 

Rob Klemczak 

Victor Sanchez 

Refugio Banda 

Tom Biskup 

Larry Charnot 

Tom Jaworowski 

Jayson Li 

Percy DL Lopez 

Ramon Ramos 

Juan Espinoza 

Mike Rio 

Jesse Abad 

Julian Soto 

John Dembowski 

Frank Funari 

Giovanni Valente 

Luis Macias 

Tom Kolzow 

Oscar Aceves 

Donna Holakovsky 

George Barney 

Dan Lanzito 

Dan Leach 

Marvin Manadier 

Jeff Flanzbaum 
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Spotlight on Custom Companies! 
 

Custom Companies Sales Team Los Angeles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

  

 

 

          

Left to Right: Ron 

Pearce, Ryan 

Camarena, Robert 

Propp, Ron Garcia, 

Steve Stinnett, 

Bruce Laracuente 

Custom CGL Los 

Angeles Left to Right: 
Carlos Melendez, 
Bruce Dunlap, Ben 
Dennis 

Kelly Karczewski & Bob Heinz 

Chicago Night Billing:  

From Left to Right Ramone Dino (Manager), Sheila Pajarillo, 

Gail Abdallah, Rommel Camahalan, Orlando Manimtim, 

Jhoanna Basa, Jonathan Kofoed, Ramir Sison, Eric Domingo, 

and Arjel Castillo. Chicago Night Dispatcher – Rick Smith 
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June 

Anniversaries 
 

 

 

 

Gregorio Montoya 

Al  Mendoza 

Ricardo Oyervidez 

Percy DL Lopez 

John Pecnick 

Greg Rogers 

Edgar Covarrubias 

Jay Cohen 

Rob Reynolds 

William Umana 

Jose Rodriguez 

William Milarski 

Hugo Quezada 

Jocelyn Cervantes 

Danyel Egeland 

Mike Basso 

Jayson Li 

Agostino 

Chiaramonte 

Francisco Romero 

Allan Marino 

Monika Badocha 
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Independence Day Freedom Across the World 
By Mary Holowicki  

Years 

 

9 

8 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

 
Drafted by Thomas Jefferson 

between June 11 and June 28, 

1776, the Declaration of 

Independence is the nation's 

most cherished symbol of 

liberty and Jefferson's most 

enduring monument. What 

Jefferson did was to summarize 

the "self-evident truths" and 

grievances against the King in 

order to justify before the world 

the breaking of ties between the 

colonies and England. 

On July 4th 1776, the Continental Congress 

approved the Declaration of Independence, 

setting the 13 colonies on the road to freedom 

as a sovereign nation. As always, this most 

American of holidays  is marked with red, 

white and blue flags, fireworks, parades and 

backyard barbecues across the country but 

America is not the only nation to celebrate 

it’s independence. Many nations celebrate 

their freedom and join the US in our pursuit 

of happiness. 

Boat races on  
Independence Day in Australia Mexican Independence Day 

Monument in Kosovo built for Independence Day 

Israeli Independence Day Feast 

Indian Independence Day 

Independence Day in France 

Independence in Philippines 

Ukrainian  
Independence  
Day  

Independence  Day in Poland 

Guatemala  
celebrates  
its Independence Independence Day in Zimbabwe 



 

Did You Know??? 
 
 

Richard Petty won 

the 1979 Daytona 

500 by passing race 

leaders Donnie 

Allison and Cale 

Yarborough, who 

were involved in 

fisticuffs in the 

infield? 

 

The 2010 Coke Zero 

400 was the first 

NASCAR race 

broadcast in 3D. 

 

NASCAR , the 
National Association 
of Stock Car Auto 
Racing the creation 
of William H.G. (Bill) 
France, a stock car 
driver and gas station 
owner. 
 

A Daytona 500 race 

team  goes through 

15 sets of tires but 

don’t have to pay the 

$5 federal disposal 

fee you have to pay 

at the neighborhood 

tire store. 

 

A race car generally 

uses three times as 

much motor oil — or 

about 13 quarts — as 

your passenger car, 

also race cars only 

use water in the 

radiator.  

 

The weight of  a 

Sprint Cup Series car 

is 3,450 pounds 

which includes a 

200-pound driver and 

helmet? If a driver 

weighs less than 200 

pounds, weights are 

added in 10-pound 

increments to make 

sure all drivers weigh 

200 pounds. 
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Racers, start your engines! 
By Carol Guarino 

 

Those famous words spoken at the onset of a car race. Imagine hearing this over the 

rumble of the engine, the spectators’ roar, your own heart pounding and feeling the 

rush of excitement as the race is ready to begin.  

  

Now, imagine being 15 years old and the youngest racer on the track!  

This is how Austin Kunert follows his passion of racing. He began by racing go-

karts when he was around 8, and grew into racing cars. This year, Austin is 

advancing to the Jegs CRA All-Stars Tour, where he will race against the children 

of NASCAR drivers such as Joe Nemechek. The CRA circuit is two levels below 

NASCAR. 

  

Last year, he was the 2014 Hawkeye Downs Legends champion and the 2014 

Illinois Legend Young Lion champion. He finished seventh in national points and 

has reached a top speed of 115 mph set last year at Winchester (Indiana) Speedway. 

And at Batavia High School, he started his Driver’s Ed classes where we hope he 

learns how to turn right!! 

  

On May 3rd, Austin placed 15th at his first CRA race, the Cabin Fever 100 at 

Springport (Michigan) Speedway but met his personal goals; make the race, 

complete all of the laps and try for a top 20 finish!        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

  

 

 

          

(Picture taken at Springport Speedway) 

 

His next race is at Columbus Motor Speedway in Columbus, OH.  

You can show your support and follow on Facebook @ Austin Kunert Racing and 

click Like. 



 

Did You Know??? 
 

George Washington, 

the celebrated Father 

of Our Country,• had 

no children of his 

own. Researchers 

believe that 

childhood illnesses 

may have rendered 

him sterile. He did 

adopt the two 

children from Martha 

Custis' first marriage. 

 

Halsey Taylor 

invented the drinking 

fountain as a tribute 

to his father, who 

succumbed to 

typhoid fever after 

drinking from a 

contaminated public 

water supply in 1896. 

 

In 1950, after the 

Washington Post 

music critic gave 

Harry Truman's 

daughter's concert a 

negative review, the 

president said: "Some 

day I hope to meet 

you," he wrote. 

"When that happens 

you'll need a new 

nose, a lot of 

beefsteak for black 

eyes, and perhaps a 

supporter below!“ 

 

A.A. Milne created 

Winnie the Pooh for 

his son, Christopher 

Robin. Pooh was 

based on Robin's 

teddy bear, Edward, 

a gift received on his 

first birthday.  The 

two often visited the 

London Zoo where  a 

bear named Winnie 

was Christopher's 

favorite. Pooh comes 

from the name of 

Christopher's pet 

swan (of course). 
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Father’s Day 
By Jay Cohen 

 

Father's Day was inaugurated in the 

United States in the early 20th 

century (to complement Mother's 

Day) in celebrating fatherhood and 

male parenting. This year Father's 

Day will be celebrated on Sunday, 

June 21. Most commonly 

celebrated around the world on the 

third Sunday in June, the officially 

recognized date of Father's Day 

varies from country to 

country. Annually, the US Open 

Golf Championship has the final 

The Stork & The Bell 
Congratulations go out to Joe Bronski (Local 

Driver ORD) and wife Amber on the birth of 

twins!  Teresa and Jacob were born 04/11/15 

each weighing 5.5 lbs.   
 

Our congratulations go out to Rick Vitez (ORD 

driver) and his wife Gina, on the birth of their 

son Timothy on 4/19/15 at 6lbs, 7oz.   

round played on Father's Day.  

  

Father's Day was founded in Spokane, WA at the YMCA in 1910 by Sonora Smart 

Todd. Its first celebration was in the Spokane YMCA on June 19, 1910. Her father, the 

Civil War veteran William Jackson Smart, was a single parent who raised his six 

children there. In 1916, President Woodrow Wilson went to Spokane to speak in a 

Father's Day celebration and wanted to make it official, but Congress resisted. It was 

not until 1966 that President Lyndon B. Johnson issued the first presidential 

proclamation honoring fathers, designating the third Sunday in June as Father's Day. 

Six years later, the day was made a permanent national holiday when 

President Richard Nixon signed it into law in 1972. 

  

The most common Father's Day gift is a necktie. Golf balls, shirts, and other golf 

accessories are also common. Other popular gifts include household power tools, 

fishing gear, and BBQ grilling utensils. In current years gift cards have gained 

popularity. Most often celebrations are family barbeques and dinners. Happy Father's 

Day wishes to all fathers within the Custom Companies family.               

Robert Khairo, Custom Accounts Payable,  and Nahreen Yalda  married at 2:00 PM 

on May 16, 2015 at Mar Odisho Church in Chicago.  



 

 

 

 

July Birthdays 
 

Victor Garcia 

Jerry Odziemiec 

Ken Ericksen 

Dianna Ryan 

Bob Poore 

Juan Salazar 

Jose Hernandez 

Edith Ron 

Mike Basso 

Lisa Ludwikowski 

Chris Olsen 

Arturo Magana 

Steve Holowka 

Kalen Block 

Pete Dobrzynski 

Luis Pavon 

Greg Rogers 

Jacob Orvis 

Charles Branscomb 

Jose Pinto 

Shawn Struchen 

Mario Surmacz 

Al Mendoza 

Julio Renteria 

Francisco Romero 

Edgar Covarrubias 

Bob Heinz 

Bill Weber 

Cesar Diaz 

Michele Marek 

Victor Gurrola 

Larry Mose 

Justin Major 

Esau Mendoza 

Angelo 

Angelopoulos 
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My Fight Your Fight 
 by Mary Poreda 

 Book Review 

  

 Title:   My Fight/Your Fight 

 Author:  Ronda Rousey 

  

Even if you are not a MMA fan, I think you 

will enjoy Ronda Rousey's book My 

Fight/Your Fight written by Ronda Rousey, 

the first woman to fight in the UFC and 

undefeated bantamweight champion and 

Olympic medalist in Judo. 

The book was written in conjunction with 

her sister, journalist, Maria Burns Ortiz.  

  

My Fight/Your Fight is a candid story about  

Ronda's life, relationships,  and the 

obstacles she overcame to achieve her 

goals. She also gives you a riveting inside look at her fights which will keep you on 

the edge of your seat. 

  

 Beginning with her  inability to communicate effectively  as a young child due to a 

speech impairment caused by oxygen depravation  during the birth process, bullying, 

and  the tragic loss of her father  at age eight, Ronda goes on to describe her intensive  

training for the Olympics and her devastation at not winning  the gold, a dream she 

had since age six. 

  

 Rhonda talks about trying to find her way after the  Olympics, leaving home,  and 

working three jobs just  to  make ends meet, while still training to compete on the  

USA Judo circuit.  After voicing her decision to make the transition to the  MMA,  no 

one took her seriously, including her mom who  was a huge influence on Ronda's Judo  

career and whose approval was very important to her. The man that she wanted as a 

coach barely acknowledged her  presence in the gym, but her fierce determination and 

unwillingness to give up on her  dreams eventually changed her reality.   

  

I highly recommend My Fight/Your Fight.  It is an inspiring book about, hope, 

emerging from adversity and believing in yourself. 

  

 "For a long time, people shot down my goals as  impossible, but I knew it was only 

because I hadn't given them a  reason to agree with me yet.  They did not know what I 

was capable of." - Ronda Rousey, My Fight/Your Fight      



 

 

July 

Anniversaries 
 

 

Mary Reich 

George Wiszowaty 

Marie Podolak 

Dale Majcina 

Carol Guarino 

Bart Jasiewicz 

Sharon Klomfar 

Jose Pinto 

Ivan Velez 

Raul Gallardo 

Chris Moran 

Dave Stiplosek 

Manuel Vega 

Chris Nicholson 

Paxter Higueros 

Alberto Munoz 

Joe Giaquinta 

Ray Hecker 

Steve Flores 

Mary Balda 

Maggie Sagan 

Brian Villardito 

Francisco Martinez 

Ewa Glowacka 

John Trevino 

Darrell Gaw 

Frank Savona 

Tracy Yarborough 

Louis Johnson 

Michael Kuliak 

Steven Mooney 

Steven Morrison 

Clinton Perrot 

Michael Woods 

Orlando Pabon 

Rafael Ibarra 
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Despite a 5-year tenure where the 

Chicago Bulls won 65% of their games, 

half of which All-Star Point Guard 

Derrick Rose did not play, Tom 

Thibodeau was fired as head coach. 

Bulls Chairman Jerry Reinsdorf showed 

lock-step support with Executive Vice 

Time’s Up for Thibodeau 
By Daniel Leach 

president John Paxson and General Manager Gar Forman’s collective decision to 

relieve Thibodeau in a press conference shortly thereafter. Uncharacteristic bluntness 

was everywhere in Reinsdorf’s long and detailed statement that reinforced the need 

for a properly functioning workplace — something impossible when involving the 

obsessive, compulsive, uncommunicative, often paranoid Thibodeau. 

 

“There must be free and open interdepartmental discussion and consideration of 

everyone’s ideas and opinions,” Reinsdorf said.  “These internal discussions must not 

be considered an invasion of turf, and must remain private.” 

 

“When everyone is on the same page, trust develops and teams can grow and succeed 

together. Unfortunately, there was a departure from this culture. To ensure that the 

Chicago Bulls can continue to grow and succeed, we have decided that a change in 

the head coaching position is required.” 

 

Prior to his departure, Thibodeau had become the longest-reigning NBA head coach 

without a title. Despite Thibodeau’s Bulls advancing to multiple trips to the NBA 

Playoffs, along with the good fortune of injuries to their opposing teams, the Bulls 

could not shake off their own long-term health problems with Thibodeau pushing for 

max effort at all times - even in games that didn’t matter! 

 

While defense improved under Thibodeau’s reign, offense matters as much, if not 

more, now than defense in today’s NBA game. Thibodeau’s reluctance to put new 

players into the game also stymied his relationship with Paxson and Forman, who 

especially felt they brought in a player in Forward Doug McDermott who could make 

an immediate impact. Although Thibodeau reported to Paxson and Forman, reports of 

Thibodeau’s reluctance to adhere to management’s wishes became a problem. That 

problem manifested to the point where players themselves began to lose confidence. 

 

Reinsdorf’s message Thursday was simple and a long time coming for Tom 

Thibodeau, whose game-planning and tactical skills were eventually overcome by his 

quixotic stubbornness, territorial neuroses and socialization problems. 

 

And, with that, the very top of the Bulls organization was done with it. 
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Try Something New! 
By: Megan Luscombe & Ewa Glowacka 

  

With our recent fitness challenge ending, our group encouragement ended also.  Going it alone can cause our 

motivation to work out to slowly dwindle.  To keep up that excitement to stay in shape, here are some simple 

yet different work outs to keep that motivation pumping: 

 

Cross-fit: 

Sort of like a high intensity boot camp with weights and cardio, Cross-fit is gaining more and more 

popularity.  It is designed to develop a full-body workout that combines elements of cardio, weight lifting, 

gymnastics, and core training. Each workout of the day (or WOD) is extremely varied and is all about 

getting the most bang for your buck in a short period of time. A CrossFitter will likely never do the same 

routine twice in one week and each workout will usually last between 45 mins to an hour. Below are some 

examples of a partial workout you would experience at a Cross-fit gym that you can do at home or when you 

join your local gym.  For more information go to: www.crossfit1013.com 

  

 

 

Soft medicine ball 

Targets: Shoulders, legs, glutes 

Level: Beginner 

Required: Soft medicine balls can be purchased 

at Target, Walmart, or a sporting goods store 

starting at $30.00 

How to: Stand facing a wall, and begin standing 

hip width apart.  Squat down holding the 

medicine ball, and forcefully drive up throwing 

the ball above your head onto a section of the 

Kettlebells  

Targets: Shoulders, back, hips, glutes, legs 

Level: Beginner  

Required: Kettlebells can be purchased at Target, 

Walmart, or a sporting goods store starting at 

$25.00. 

How to: Stand up straight with feet a bit wider 

than hip-distance apart.  Grab kettlebell with both 

hands, keeping your palms face down and arms in 

front of your body.  Maintain a slightly bent knee 

and drive your hips back, lowering the body…but 

not as far as a squat.  In one fluid motion, 

explosively drive your hips forward while 

swinging the kettlebell, engaging your glutes and 

core the entire move.  This move should come from your hips, not your arms, making sure you use 

momentum to continue each swing.  Start with 12-15 reps, and gradually work your way up to more.  

wall above you.  Catch the ball after it bounces off the wall, and using your momentum, squat back down 

with the ball.  Repeat for the desired number of repetitions making sure you hit the same spot on the wall 

each time.   
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Barre Workouts: 

While barre has origins in dance, the rhythmically challenged shouldn’t worry.  Barre workouts utilize a 

ballet barre and many of the movements are based on classic ballet positions, but you don’t need any 

dance experience to partake.  What is unique about barre is that rather than larger, compound movements, 

you’ll perform more isometric type movements.  The benefits?  Those tiny movements can help you get 

stronger, you’ll target multiple muscle groups at once, and you’ll improve your mind-body connection.  

Below are some exercises you can do at home.   

  

Triceps Shaver 

Targets: Triceps, calves, abs, and shoulders 

Level: Beginner 

Required: Light dumbells 

 

Grab a pair of dumbbells and stand tall in first position. 

Raise your arms overhead, bend elbows out to the sides, 

and lower the weights slightly behind your head. Brace 

your abs in tight and press up onto the balls of your feet. 

Extend your arms overhead slightly in front of your body, 

palms facing forward. Lower your heels and bend your 

elbows at the same time, lowering the weights behind 

your head (almost "shaving" the back of it). Repeat 20 

times total. 

Relevé Plié 

Targets: Thighs, abs, ankles, and feet 

Level: Beginner 

Required: Chair 

 

Stand with your feet in first position (heels 

together, toes turned out about 45 degrees), 

legs straight, and hands gently resting on the 

back of the chair.  With your spine tall and abs 

tight, rise up on to the balls of your feet.  Plié 

by bending your knees out over your toes 

(only lower about half-way down).  Straighten 

your legs (squeezing your inner thighs 

together as you extend), and the lower your 

heels.  Repeat 20 times total. 
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Congratulations to all the participants of the Weight Loss Challenge (WLC)! 

The WLC lasted a total of 12 weeks with the final weigh in on 04/24/15. 

  

The weight loss challenge consisted of 17 teams with a total of 89 participants 

Collectively the WLC participants lost a total of 794.8 lbs. 

  

Thank you to everyone who participated. Everyone who participates wins better health! 

  

Congratulations to the first and second place winners 

  

First Place - Fast N Fit 

Team Captain-Andy Wagner 

Maggie Sagan 

Mike Cruz 

  

With an average  11.77% of weight loss. 

Each team member is awarded 1 day off 

  

Second Place - Purple Cobras 

Team Captain- Lisa Ludwikowski  

Jacob Orvis 

Jessica Sturges 

Mary Poreda 

Robert Khairo 

 

  

With an average  10.90 % of weight loss. 

Each team member is awarded a half a day off 

  

The 2015 Weight Loss Challenge was a tremendous success. The Health and Wellness 

committee plans on making this an annual event.  

We welcome suggestions for the next weight loss challenge. There will be one final concluding 

meeting with the Team Captains. 

Congratulations to all who participated!  

  

  

  

The Health and Wellness Committee. 

Bonnie Zotos, Clarence Cross, Rob Klemczak, Tom Boyle 

  

  

  

  

  

Custom Weight Loss Challenge 
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We want to congratulate the winners  

for April 2015 !!! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can nominate a co-worker from any department or Company under The Custom Companies. All 

employees are eligible up to and including Managers.  Nominations must include an explanation as 

to what makes the nominee an All Star and should be submitted on the All Star nomination form. 

  

Nominations should be made by responding to the e-mail request for nominations. 

In addition, written hard copy nominations can be deposited in the All Star nomination boxes in each 

break room or adjacent to the time clock in the drivers’ room. If utilizing email, please submit an All 

Star nomination form to: RecognitionRetentionCommittee@customco.com.   

 

Nominations must include a detailed reason on why the person you are nominating should win in 

order to be considered. Winners are selected based on the description and reasons submitted. 

Driver  Jose Fabian  “Jose always has a smile.  He is very pleasant to deal with and very 

conscientious.  He always seems to make the extra effort!” 

  

Office  Ewa Glowacka  “This past week Ewa’s help got me through the week while she was 

kicking butt on her team as well. She stayed positive and was a great assistance to me.  She 

definitely demonstrated team work.  If it wasn’t for her, not sure how it would have been for me this 

whole week and to survive on my own.  Honestly, she was my “Savior”!!” 

  

Dock  Vicente Sanchez  “Vinny is one of the best loaders that I have met.  On multiple occasions, 

he has solved complex loading scenarios for Air Freight.  One that sticks out was standing displays 

upright on outbound trucks that suggestion saved us multiple line haul schedules.  Savings was in 

the thousands of dollars.  By the way he doesn’t work for my department.  He saw we needed help 

and offered is expertise.”  

Custom All Star Award Program 
 

All Stars are what has made The Custom Companies successful. We are “World Class” because of 

the All Star ethics our employees have for the Company, our customers, and the work they do. For 

2015, Custom Companies has created the All Stars Award Program with the mission to provide 

recognition, appreciation and reward to deserving employees while fostering the organization’s 

commitment to team spirit and continued opportunity for development, and professional growth. 

The All Star Award program will reward and 

recognize employees/workers for going above 

and beyond what is expected.  All 

employees/workers can nominate co-workers who 

are All Stars and who take pride in doing an 

exceptional job. 

mailto:RecognitionRetentionCommittee@customco.com
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Chili 
By David Lorge 

 

 

 

Oil 2 tablespoons 

1 Medium Vidalia onion 

Garlic 2 cloves 

paprika 2 tablespoons 

8oz tomato sauce 

Medium Can Crush Tomato  

(two 14oz can's) 

Chili Powder 

1# ground Chuck (i use 1.5-2.0#) 

Franks Red Hot Sauce 

Green Bell Pepper 

16 oz kidney beans Red 

 

In a pan(or big pot) sauté  the onion and garlic till transparent. 

Add the paprika and mix in well 

Add ground chuck brown well. 

Add the tomato sauce and crushed tomato. 

When it starts to boil put on simmer for about 1/2 hour  then add the kidney beans, chili powder to taste, 

hot sauce to taste and green pepper mix in well simmer for another 15 mins. 

 

Pork Loin Roast 
3-5lb Boneless Pork Loin Roast 

McCormick™ Bacon Molasses Seasoning 

2 tsp Olive Oil 

4-6 cups Apple Juice 

2 Aluminum Pan’s  

  

Prepare the grill for indirect cooking over low heat (250°  

to 350°F). 

Rub the olive oil on the roast then rub in the Bacon  

Molasses seasoning onto the roast.  

Sear the roast on the grill on  all sides of the roast.  

Place the roast on the side of the grill without the heat under it and cook for 1 hour and a half.  

Place Aluminum Pan on the grill with roast in it and pour the apple juice into pan up to the middle of 

the roast.  

Cook for another 1 hour and a half until the internal temperature is 170°. 

Slice and Serve.  
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Summer Celebration Ideas 
By Linda Haralampopoulos 

 
 

 

You want to be the talk of the 

neighborhood at your annual bbq try 

making a fun bbq kabob centerpiece.  

 

Preparing the outside for a party can be 

daunting and making it look cute can be 

costly but using any type of Mason Jars and 

adding flowers and ribbons around them 

can spruce up any party. 
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Below is a link with all Chicago festivals and events.   

  

http://chicago.metromix.com/browse/events/type:fair-festival/dates:2015-06-01-to-2015-09-30 

 

This website has a breakdown of all the suburban festivals. 

  

http://www.festing.com/state.cfm?state=IL 

  

 

Below is a link with all Los Angeles festivals and events.  

 

http://www.timeout.com/los-angeles/events-calendar 

  

https://www.google.com/#q=los%20angeles%20festivals%202015  
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The Custom Companies, Inc. 
 
317 West Lake Street 
Northlake, IL 60164 
708.338.8888 Office 
708.338.9550 fax 
newsletter@customco.com 
 
The Full Service Transportation Company  
 
www.customco.com 
www.customgl.com 
www.gocdn.com 
 

Newsletter Committee Members 

Jay Cohen 
Carol Guarino 
Linda Haralam- 
Popoulos 
Mary Holowicki 
Kris Larson 
Daniel Leach 
David Lorge 
 

Megan Luscombe 
Michele Marek 
Tom Mroz 
Mary Poreda 
Bryan Robbins 
Bonnie Zotos 
How about you? 

 
At The Custom Companies, our main objective is to deliver your goods 
on time and in perfect condition. We understand the importance of a 
great customer – vendor relationship. Our customer service center is 
just a phone call away to provide a rate quote, track a shipment, 
schedule a pickup or access accurate documentation. In todays fast 
paced environment, we work to provide transportation solutions that  
fit every economic situation. 
 
Our “Customer First” program ensures that your shipments will be 
delivered on time and with the highest degree of care. In order to 
maintain these standards, we measure performance levels on every 
shipment. As a result our internal operational systems are constantly 
improving to provide better, more accurate service, allowing our 
transportation specialists to meet your growing needs. 

Customer Service Support 

Michele Marek 
Your preferred Scentsy Provider 
www.scentstooremember.scentsy.us    

mailto:newsletter@customco.com
http://www.customco.com/
http://www.customgl.com/
http://www.gocdn.com/



